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Abstract. Mobile devices (e.g., laptops, PDAs, cell phones) are increasingly relied on but are used in contexts that put them at risk of physical
damage, loss or theft. This paper discusses security considerations that
arise in the design of a cooperative backup service for mobile devices. Participating devices leverage encounters with other devices to temporarily
replicate critical data. Anyone is free to participate in the cooperative
service, without requiring any prior trust relationship with other participants. In this paper, we identify security threats relevant in this context
as well as possible solutions and discuss how they map to low-level security requirements related to identity and trust establishment. We propose
self-organized, policy-neutral mechanisms that allow the secure designation and identification of participating devices. We show that they can
serve as a building block for a wide range of cooperation policies that
address most of the security threats we are concerned with. We conclude
on future directions.
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Introduction

Mobile devices (e.g., laptops, PDAs, cell phones) are increasingly relied on but
are used in contexts that put them at risk of physical damage, loss or theft.
However, fault-tolerance mechanisms available for these devices often suffer from
shortcomings. For instance, replicating data to a storage device (e.g., USB stick
or disk drive) carried along with the mobile device is risky: that device could
easily be lost or stolen, or it could be damaged precisely when the mobile device itself is damaged. Data “synchronization” mechanisms, which allow one to
replicate a mobile device’s data on a desktop machine, are an improvement but
they usually require that the desktop machine be either physically accessible
or reachable via the Internet. Use of third-party backup servers typically also
requires access to some network infrastructure.
Unfortunately, in many scenarios where devices are carried along in different
places, access to a network infrastructure (e.g., via a Wi-Fi access point) is at
best intermittent. Often, access to a network infrastructure may be too costly
and/or inefficient energy-wise and performance-wise to be considered viable
?
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“just” for backup. In emergency situations and upon disaster recovery, for instance, infrastructure may well be unavailable for an unspecified amount of
time. In such cases, data produced on a mobile device while the network is
unreachable cannot be replicated using the aforementioned synchronization techniques and could be lost. Similarly, environments with scarce Internet connectivity, such as those targeted by the “One Laptop per Child” project (OLPC,
http://laptop.org/ ), can hardly rely on access to an infrastructure for doing data
backup.
We aim to address these issues by providing a cooperative backup service, called
MoSAIC [12,27]. The idea borrows from peer-to-peer cooperative services. The
goal of this service is to improve data dependability for mobile devices. It leverages excess storage resources through spontaneous resource sharing among neighboring devices, using short-range wireless communications.
Anyone is free to participate in the service and, therefore, the majority of participants have no prior trust relationship. However, there are also scenarios where
owners of a few cooperating devices are personal acquaintances with full trust
relationships as far as the backup service is concerned (e.g., colleagues, friends,
etc.). In general, an open cooperative service must be able both to account for
lack of prior trust relationships among participants and to take advantage of
prior trust relationships among device owners when they exist. In addition, services designed for mobile devices and ad hoc networks need to meet requirements
related to resource constraints (energy, CPU power, network bandwidth) and intermittent or complete lack of access to a fixed network infrastructure. These
constraints impose several requirements on the storage layer of our cooperative
backup service [12].
In this paper, we focus on security aspects of the cooperative backup service
related to secure cooperation and secure interactions between peers. We discuss
their integration with the security techniques implemented at the storage layer.
We propose self-organized security mechanisms that may be used to support
behavior accountability and a wide range of cooperation policies. We show how
cooperation policies can take advantage of these mechanisms to address some of
our security concerns. Our approach differs from earlier work in that it focuses
on policy-neutral security primitives that do not restrict the user’s choice of a
policy, rather than focusing on a specific policy.
Section 2 provides an overview of our cooperative backup service. Section 3
presents the security concerns we want to address. Section 4 provides an overview
of the storage layer of our cooperative backup service. Section 5 proposes core
security mechanisms and shows (i) how they fulfill some of our requirements
and (ii) how they can be used as a building block for various cooperation policies. Section 6 deals with implementation considerations. Section 7 summarizes
related work. Finally, Section 8 concludes and depicts on-going and future research work.
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MoSAIC Overview

Our cooperative backup service, which we call MoSAIC, can leverage (i) excess storage resources available on mobile devices and (ii) short-range, highbandwidth, and relatively energy-efficient wireless communications (Bluetooth,
ZigBee, or Wi-Fi). More importantly, we expect our cooperative backup service
to improve long-term availability of data produced by mobile devices. The idea
is borrowed from peer-to-peer cooperative services: participating devices offer
storage resources and doing so allows them to benefit from the resources provided by other devices in order to replicate their data [27]. Participating devices
discover other devices in their vicinity using a suitable service discovery mechanism such as [39] and communicate through single-hop connections, thereby
limiting interactions to small physical regions.
Anyone is free to participate in the service and, therefore, participants have no
prior trust relationship. In the sequel, we use the term contributor when referring
to a node acting as a storage provider; we use the term data owner when referring
to a “client” device, i.e., one that uses storage provided by the contributors to
replicate its data. All participating devices may play both the owner and the
contributor role.
When out of reach of Internet access and network infrastructure, devices meet
and spontaneously form ad hoc networks which they can use to back-up data.
However, it would be unrealistic to rely on chance encounters between devices for
recovery. Instead, we require contributing devices to eventually send data stored
on behalf of other devices to an agreed-upon Internet-based store accessible
by the data owners [12,27]. Once this has been done, the duty of contributing
devices has been fulfilled and they can remove the data from their local store.
Eventually, data owners may restore their data by querying the Internet-based
store. In practice, the implementation of this Internet repository is an orthogonal
issue: it could be implemented in a number of different ways ranging from a
simple centralized server to a peer-to-peer distributed store.
This way of handling intermittent infrastructure connectivity makes our approach comparable to delay-tolerant networks (DTNs): data blocks that are
transmitted by data owners to contributors can be viewed as packets sent to
the Internet-based store and where contributors act as relays [42].
MoSAIC’s approach to cooperative backup also bears some similarity with earlier
work on cooperative data storage [3,26] and caching for mobile devices [22,41].
However, it differs from them in several ways. First, unlike typical distributed
file system access patterns, data that is backed up is produced by a single device
and may usually not be accessed by other devices. Second, unlike most caching
strategies, our approach does not seek to improve locality of data replicas: instead
we expect replicas to propagate to the Internet-based store, much like packets
in a DTN.
Previous work studied the design of a storage layer for our cooperative backup
service and compared the CPU/storage tradeoff of various data encoding schemes
[12]. This study led to the storage-layer design outlined in Section 4. We also
analytically evaluated the dependability of data carried on a mobile devices

participating in the cooperative backup service using generalized stochastic Petri
nets (GSPNs) and Markov chains [11]. This paper focuses on primitives enabling
cooperation among distrustful participating devices.

3

Security Context and Motivations

This section details security issues that arise in a cooperative backup service
among distrustful devices and concludes on security goals.
3.1

Threats to Confidentiality and Privacy

There is an obvious threat to confidentiality when it comes to storing critical
data on untrusted devices: A malicious storage contributor may try to access
data stored on behalf of other devices. Therefore, confidentiality has to be provided at the storage layer and is achieved through regular encryption techniques,
as will be discussed in Section 4. Thus, communication eavesdropping is not a
serious additional threat to confidentiality. Since data blocks exchanged between
two participating devices are encrypted, an eavesdropper cannot gain any more
information about the contents of the data being backed up than the contributor
itself. Likewise, data blocks must be named by the data owner in a way that is
meaningless to contributors [12] so, again, disclosing such names to a potential
eavesdropper does not present an additional threat. Since the storage layer provides end-to-end encryption, the communication layer does not need to provide
any additional encryption. This is a fortunate consequence since it allows CPU
and energy savings to be made.
However, privacy of the participating users can be threatened. An eavesdropper
may be able to know whether a device is actively replicating data, and it may be
able to estimate the amount of data being replicated. It may also be able to know
the parties involved (the physical devices or even their owner), especially when
in their physical vicinity. Recent attempts to provide anonymity in MANETs,
for instance based on anonymous multi-hop routing [38], appear to be relatively
bandwidth-consuming and energy-inefficient. Thus, we do not address threats to
privacy in this paper. However, we hope to provide a minimum level of identity
privacy by allowing users to use self-managed identifying material (which may
not establish any binding with their real-world identity, i.e., pseudonyms), rather
than compelling the use of identifying material provided by a central authority.
3.2

Threats to Integrity and Authenticity

There are also evident threats to data integrity and authenticity: A malicious
contributor could tamper with data stored on behalf of other nodes, or it could
inject garbage data that would pass all the integrity checks performed by data
owners but would not be of any use to the data owner.
Integrity threats also arise at the communication layer: an intruder may try to
tamper with messages exchanged between two devices (essentially storage requests), thereby damaging the data being backed up. Thus, the communication

layer must also guarantee the integrity of messages exchanged between participating devices.
3.3

Threats to Availability

Unavailability threats against the cooperative backup service fall into two categories: unavailability resulting from accidental data loss (including accidental
failure of contributors holding replicas), and data or service unavailability resulting from denial of service (DoS) attacks committed by malicious nodes.
Obviously, data unavailability due to accidental failures of either the owner or
contributor devices is the primary concern when building a cooperative backup
service.
Malicious participating devices may also try to harm individual users or the
service as a whole, denying use of the service by other devices. A straightforward
DoS attack is data retention: a contributor either refuses to send data items
back to their owner when requested or simply claims to store them without
actually doing so. DoS attacks targeting the system as a whole include flooding
(i.e., purposefully exhausting storage resources) and selfishness (i.e., using the
service while refusing to contribute). These are well-known attacks in Internetbased peer-to-peer backup and file sharing systems [2,13,29] and are also partly
addressed in the framework of ad hoc routing in mobile networks [5,33]. These
threats can be seen as threats to cooperation.
3.4

Discussion

Security threats related to the data being backed up, in particular threats to data
availability, confidentiality, and integrity are largely addressed by the storage
layer of our cooperative backup service. Section 4 provides an overview of the
storage layer and how it addresses these issues.
Service availability is also at risk in the presence of intruders and non-cooperative
participants. The very possibility of allowing malicious devices to participate in
the cooperative service threatens cooperation among participants as a whole. We
believe that cooperation can only be leveraged if the cooperative service supports
accountability. In our view, accountability is a building block upon which users
can implement their own higher-level cooperation policies defining the set of rules
that dictate how they will cooperate. Section 5 proposes core mechanism as a
means to provide accountability and discusses cooperation policies that may be
implemented on top of it.

4

Architectural Overview of the Storage Layer

The storage layer presented in [12] addresses the efficient storage and indexing of data owners’ critical data. It follows a write-once read-many (WORM) or
append-only storage model similar to that found in archival storage systems [37],

where new versions of files are appended rather than substituted to previouslystored versions. It produces a number of data blocks, each of which is bound to
a name which is used to store/retrieve it to/from contributors. Since participating nodes are mutually suspicious, the storage layer provides guarantees for
data confidentiality, integrity and authenticity: it supports data and meta-data
encryption as well as integrity and authenticity checks, using an appropriate
encoding. The general framework can be summarized as follows:
1. The data owner (rather: the cooperative backup software on the owner-side)
chops the data items to be backed up into small blocks and assigns them
a block name. A block name can be, for instance, a cryptographic hash of
the block content, thereby providing content-addressable storage1 [37]. An
important requirement is that (i) the naming scheme must be meaningless to
contributors and (ii) blocks must be encrypted. In other words, contributors
cannot make any assumptions on the block naming scheme used by data
owners.
2. The data owner produces meta-data blocks describing, among other things,
how data blocks are to be re-assembled to produce the original data. Those
meta-data blocks are themselves named in a similar way. Authenticity is
achieved by signing just part of the meta-data. For instance, if meta-data
blocks are the intermediate nodes of a Merkle tree whose leaves are data
blocks [32], then only the root block needs to be signed, which reduces reliance on CPU-intensive cryptography; verifying the root block’s signature
actually allows the authenticity of the whole tree to be checked.
3. When a contributing device is encountered, the data owner sends it some
of its data and meta-data blocks using remote procedure calls (RPCs). This
is realized through the invocation put (name, content) which sends data
content to the contributor and asks it to bind it to name. Since owners can
choose any block naming scheme, contributors must arrange to provide perowner block name spaces in order to avoid collisions among blocks belonging
to different owners. Obviously, in order to increase data availability, data
owners may choose to replicate each block [11].
The end result of this backup process is an opaque identifier that names an
(encrypted) root meta-data block. We refer to this identifier as the root block
name.
The root block name is critical since it allows all the user’s data to be recovered,
so it also needs to be backed up. However, as new versions of the data items
(e.g., a single file or a whole file system hierarchy) are backed up, new data and
meta-data blocks are created, each having a new name, and thus a new root
block name is produced (this issue is not uncommon in the context of peer-topeer file sharing and archival systems [2,37]). Consequently, data owners should
store their latest root block name on contributors under a fixed block name to
1

Use of content-addressable storage allows identical data blocks to be identified.
Therefore, it permits the implementation of incremental backup, where only new
blocks are transferred to contributors.

allow restoration to be bootstrapped conveniently. Since it is a critical piece of
information, data owners may choose to encrypt it.
When a contributor gains Internet access (rather, when it gets sufficiently cheap
or high-bandwidth Internet access), it transfers data blocks stored on behalf of
other devices to an Internet-based storage server that data owners can eventually
access to restore their data. That Internet store could be implemented in many
different ways, ranging from a peer-to-peer distributed store to something as
simple as an FTP server. However, it should support the put mechanism or a
slightly enhanced version thereof so that both name-block bindings and perowner block name spaces are preserved.
Restoration of backed up data typically occurs when the data owner device has
failed or been lost. In this case, data owners first retrieve the root meta-data
block (from the Internet-based store), decrypt it and decode it (which can only
be done by its legitimate data owner), and then recursively fetch the blocks it
refers to. Fetching blocks upon restoration is achieved through a get (name)
RPC that returns the contents of the block designated by name.
Of paramount importance is the inability for arbitrary users to tamper with a
data owner’s name space on the Internet-based store. For instance, it must be
impossible for a malicious user to overwrite a data owner’s block associated with
a specific name on the Internet repository without this being detected. However,
since block encoding is owner-specific, the Internet-based store cannot check the
authenticity of incoming data blocks without knowing the exact encoding scheme
used by their owner. This can be solved by having the Internet-based store keep
a list of all incoming data blocks associated with a given name, should different
blocks be put under the same name (collisions). Upon recovery, the data owner
can then detect and eliminate invalid data blocks in cases of collisions; invalid
data blocks may be readily detected by the data owner using the possibilities
offered by its encoding scheme, such as digital signature or hash verification.
It is worth noting that among the mechanisms presented here, only the actual
storage protocol (i.e., the put RPCs) is enforced. This leaves users with the
ability to choose any security policy for their data: they may choose any data
availability, confidentiality and integrity mechanism while still conforming to the
storage protocol.

5

Leveraging Cooperation

In this section, we present our approach to the design of mechanisms that address the threats to cooperation identified in Section 3. Core mechanisms are
proposed to support accountability while being neutral with respect to cooperation policies. We then discuss issues that arise from the self-organized nature
of our approach as well as cooperation policies.
5.1

Design Approach

There are essentially two ways to provide security measures against the DoS
threats listed earlier in MANETs and loosely connected peer-to-peer backup

systems: via a single-authority domain, where a single authority provides certificates or other security material to participants and/or dictates them a particular
policy or mechanism, or through self-organization, where no single authority is
relied on, at any point in time [9].
In our opinion, reliance on a common authority responsible for applying external
sanctions to misbehaving participants as in BAR-B [1] falls into the first category. For example, BAR-B contributors must provide a proof that they do not
have sufficient space when rejecting a storage request; similarly, upon auditing,
participants must show the list of all blocks stored on their behalf elsewhere
and all blocks they store on behalf of other nodes. Failing to do so constitutes
a “proof of misbehavior” that may lead to sanctions. This raises fundamental
security issues: why would one disclose all this information to some untrusted
entity? Does it still qualify as cooperation among multiple administrative domains when a single set of rules is enforced through external sanctions? While
this approach achieves strong service provision guarantees, it does so at the cost
of being authoritarian and seems unsuitable for the kind of open cooperation
network we envision.
Likewise, the use of so-called “tamper-resistant security modules” as in [6] can
be considered a single-authority domain approach: security modules act as a
local representative of an “authority” and enforce part of the protocol (in [6],
the nuglet mechanism) in order to provide protection against malicious users.
This leaves the user with no choice but to abide by the rules set forth by the
security module and the party that issued it.
In this paper, we only focus on self-organized approaches. First, they are a good
match for mobile ad hoc networks which are self-organized. Second, since we
are designing an open cooperative service where anyone can participate, selforganization is likely to make the service more readily accessible to everyone;
conversely, requiring every user to register with some central authority would be
an undesirable burden likely to limit user adoption. Finally, we advocate that
reliance on a central authority can in itself be considered as a security threat, to
some extent: that authority is in effect a single point of trust and its compromise
would bring the whole service down. Furthermore, depending on their security
policy, users may not be willing to fully trust such an authority just because they
have been told it’s a “trusted” authority. They may also want to have full control
over the actions that can be taken by their device, rather than handing over some
authority over the device to some possibly unknown third party. Therefore, we
prefer to focus on self-organized solutions and do not consider solutions based
on a single-authority domain.
As a consequence, we cannot assume that any single cooperation policy is going
to be used by all devices: each device can, and will, implement its own policy. We
believe that the ability to choose a security and cooperation policy is particularly
important when using our cooperative backup service for two reasons. First,
the goal of this service is to improve the availability of users’ critical data. As
such, users are likely to be willing to pay attention to the contributors they
deal with, and hence, they may be concerned with their cooperation policy.

Second, mobile devices being resource-constrained, users are likely to require
tight control over their resource usage, and may want to implement a cooperation
policy that makes the best use of their resources. This is quite different from,
for instance, Internet-based file sharing services where participating devices are
typically desktop machines and where, as a result, it is safe to assume that most
users will be satisfied with the same default cooperation policy.
Therefore, in this paper we focus on core mechanisms allowing for accountability
rather than on actual cooperation policies.
5.2

Providing Secure and Self-Managed Device Designation

Devices must be able to name each other (i) to achieve accountability and (ii)
to allow contributors to implement per-owner block name spaces, as discussed
in Section 4.
To these ends, device names must satisfy the following requirements. First, since
we want to build a self-organized service, where no central authority has to be
consulted, it must be possible for every device to create its own name or designator. Second, for the naming scheme to be reliable, device names must be
unique and context-free (i.e., their interpretation should be the same in any context). Third, since device names serve as the basis of critical operations, it must
be possible to authenticate a name-device binding (i.e., assess the legitimacy or
“ownership” of a name). Authentication is needed to preclude unauthorized use
of a name, as in spoofing attacks. Unauthorized uses of device names would effectively hinder the implementation of per-owner block name spaces and accounting
mechanisms.
These requirements rule out a number of widespread designation mechanisms.
IP addresses, for instance, would obviously be unsuitable to name devices since
they have none of these properties (they are not context-free, especially IPv4
link-local addresses, not unique, except for IPv6 addresses, and cannot be authenticated). The designers of Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) had similar requirements
and had made the same observations. This led them to devise “statistically
unique and cryptographically verifiable” (SUCV) addresses [36].
The building block for the naming scheme we are interested in (and that of
MIPv6 SUCV addresses) is asymmetric cryptography. Public keys have all the
desired properties as designators: they are (statistically) unique and context-free,
and they provide secure naming (i.e., the name-device binding can be authenticated, thereby precluding spoofing). In practice, public keys can be too large
to be used directly as designators, which is why several protocols use cryptographic hashes or fingerprints of the public keys as designators [7,36]. In order
to achieve accountability, both contributors and data owners may wish to identify the device they are talking to, that is, to authenticate the binding between
alleged name of the peer device and the device itself. In other words, mutual
authentication is required.
It is worth noting that the entities we want to name are instances of the cooperative backup software running on participating devices and not people owning

the devices, nor even physical devices. Thus, the principals involved in the cooperative backup service are logical entities that exist and interact solely through
electronic interactions among them. Therefore, authenticating the binding between one of these entities and its name (public key) boils down to verifying
that that entity holds the private key corresponding to its name [19]. Doing so
is simple and does not require the use of any certification authority whatsoever.
As far as the data restoration bootstrap is concerned, a practical consequence
of using public key pairs to identify devices is that a user’s key pair is all that is
needed to bootstrap restoration, assuming its public key is also used to encrypt
the root block name. That means that users must store their key pairs reliably,
outside of the cooperative backup service, by copying them on a storage device
under their control (USB stick, computer, or even a simple piece of paper stored
in a safe place). Obviously, the device where the user’s key pair is stored must
not be carried along with the mobile device itself, since it could easily be lost,
stolen, or damaged along with the mobile device, making it impossible to recover
the data. Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) would be handy for that purpose:
it yields keys much smaller than, e.g., “security-equivalent” RSA keys; thus an
ECC key pair can be as simple as a pass phrase that may be readily memorized
by the user.
5.3

Ensuring Communications Integrity

Once a participating device has authenticated the binding between a peer device
and a name, a malicious device may try to send messages and pretend they originate from another device, thereby using resources on behalf of another device.
To address this issue, the integrity and authenticity of messages (i.e., RPC invocations) devices exchange must be guaranteed by the communication layer. In
particular, once devices have mutually authenticated, using their key pairs, the
communication protocol must guarantee that messages received at either end
of the communication channel still come from the previously authenticated device. Many well-known cryptographic protocols address this issue, with different
security properties.
We believe that non-repudiation is not required in our decentralized, self-managed,
cooperative backup system. Non-repudiation could be used, for instance, to make
sure that a device cannot deny that it sent a series of storage requests to a certain contributor. That contributor could then prove to a third party that it did
receive those requests. However, such proofs would likely not be sufficient to
be used, for instance, as part of the “history records” maintained by a reputation system (described below): they would concern only individual requests and
would consequently fail to provide a sufficiently high-level view of a device’s past
cooperation. For instance, to prove that a data owner requested 1 GiB of storage, a contributor would need to provide a third party with 1 GiB worth of put
requests along with the corresponding signatures. Doing so would provide more
information that is necessary and would be very bandwidth-consuming, making
it impractical. Thus, non-repudiation of individual messages is inappropriate in
our context.

Therefore, we plan to use regular message authentication codes (such as HMACs)
to provide support for message authenticity checks. HMACs can only be verified
by the receiver, and therefore do not provide non-repudiation.
5.4

Thwarting Sybil Attacks

Since key pairs are to be generated in a self-organized way, our system is subject to the Sybil attack [16,30]: devices can change names (i.e., public keys) any
time they want, which allows them to escape accountability for their past actions, including misbehavior. This attack defeats the implementation of a proper
resource accounting mechanism, and consequently that of resource usage policies. For instance, a data owner can completely circumvent a per-device quota
implemented by a contributor by just switching to a new key pair.
The verifiable designation mechanism proposed above cannot by itself prevent
Sybil attacks. Instead it is up to cooperation policies to make Sybil attacks less
attractive by providing incentives for users to keep using the same name (i.e., the
same key pair). In a system where names are managed in a self-organized way,
no cooperation policy can prevent Sybil attacks: They can only make them less
effective, but evidence shows that well-designed policies can make them pretty
much worthless [4,30,33].
Naturally, most reasonable cooperation policies have a common denominator:
they tend to be reluctant to provide resources to strangers while being more
helpful to devices that have already cooperated. However, in order to bootstrap
cooperation, many policies may grant at least a small amount of resources to
strangers [23]. This means that there is usually (i) a medium- to long-term advantage in keeping the same name and (ii) a short-term advantage in cooperating
under a new name. Section 5.5 will show how actual cooperation policies can
achieve this.
Fortunately, the impact of Sybil attacks is largely a matter of scale. With
Internet-based peer-to-peer cooperative services, any peer can reach thousands
of peers in a glimpse. Thus, even if it can only benefit from a small amount
of resources from each peer, it may be able to quickly gain a large amount of
resources. Conversely, in a cooperative service relying on physical encounters
among mobile devices, it may take a long time and a great deal of traveling
around before one is able to gain access to a useful amount of resources, which
effectively makes selfishness less viable economically. Likewise, the impact of a
flooding attack is necessarily limited to physical regions and/or groups of devices.
5.5

Allowing for a Wide Range of Cooperation Policies

User cooperation policies define the set of rules that determine how their device
will cooperate. They are usually concerned with the stimulation of cooperation
and the establishment of trust with other devices. To that end, cooperation
policies can build on the accountability provided by the mechanisms presented
above. We can imagine two major classes of cooperation policies: those based on
the underlying social network, and those based on past behavioral observations,

either private observation or shared reputation [4,23,28,33]. It is our goal to allow
users to choose among these cooperation policies.
Cooperation policies based on the relationships already existing in the underlying
social network can be as simple as “white lists”, where the user only grants
resources to devices belonging to personal acquaintances. There can also be more
sophisticated policies: a user could also accept storage requests from “friends of
friends”, and it could accept to dedicate a small amount of resources to strangers
as well. It can be argued that such policies do not scale since (i) the number
of personal acquaintances of an individual is limited, and (ii) when travelling a
lot, these acquaintances may be out of reach. On the other hand, social studies
have provided evidence of a “small-world phenomenon” in human relationships
[8,34] and algorithms have been proposed to discover chains of acquaintances
among arbitrary users [9]. These studies can make cooperation policies based
on a social network more relevant. Such policies, were they to insist on being
able to verify bindings of keys to real-world identities, would trade privacy for
improved resilience to Sybil attacks. However, similar policies may be used with
pseudonyms instead of real-world identities.
Cooperation policies based on observations of past device behavior provide an interesting alternative: devices maintain “history records” of each other and make
cooperation decisions using them as an input. History records can either be local
to a device or they can be shared among devices—the latter is usually referred
to as a reputation system [4,28,33]. In a reputation system, devices exchange
history records and may use them as an additional hint to their cooperation
decisions. Simulations have shown that shared history records are usually more
efficient than private history records, especially in large networks or in the presence of a high device turnover [4,28]. However, many works that evaluate the
outcome of such reputation mechanisms assume that all participating nodes use
the same cooperation policy [4,33] (e.g., the same node rating algorithm, the
same decision-making algorithm, etc.). There is no reason for this to be true.
The result of using a reputation mechanism in a world where different policies
are in use is, to our knowledge, an open issue. Nevertheless, reputation mechanisms do make Sybil attacks less attractive since few resources can be gained
by a stranger. Devising a protocol that would allow trust information to be exchanged among principals potentially using different cooperation strategies is an
open issue.
From a privacy viewpoint, maintaining such history records may be a concern
when identities are bound to real-world entities, since it would allow one to know
where a given person was at a given point in time. However, for users’ privacy
to be seriously threatened, attackers would need to physically track them, which
the cooperative backup service could hardly be held accountable for. This is a
lesser concern when identities are not bound to real-world entities.

6

Implementation Considerations

This section discusses implementation concerns and in particular the choice of
actual protocols to achieve the goals outlined earlier.
6.1

Protocol Choice

While Mobile IPv6 [36] provides some of the features we need, we considered
it impractical since its mechanisms are implemented at the network layer, and
implementations are not widely available at this time.
Our implementation of the block store (essentially the put and get requests mentioned earlier) is based on Sun/ONC RPC [40]. ONC RPC defines the so-called
“DES authentication mechanism”, designed for authentication over a wide-area
network; however, the mechanism does not address all our concerns (for example,
its naming scheme for peers does not fulfill all the requirements of Section 5.2,
and in particular does not allow name-device bindings to be reliably authenticated). The authentication mechanisms for ONC RPC defined in RFC 2695
[10] have similar shortcomings with respect to our goals. The RPCSec bindings
for the Generic Security Services Application Programming Interface (GSS-API)
[17] were not considered appropriate either (one reason is that most available
GSS-API implementations only support Kerberos-based mechanisms, which assumes the availability of such an infrastructure).
Consequently, we decided to use the well-known Transport Layer Security (TLS),
a protocol currently widely deployed on the Internet [15]. Although it was not
designed with mobile computing and constrained devices in mind, we believe its
flexibility makes it a suitable choice. In particular, TLS offers a wide range of cipher suites, which allows us to choose cipher suites that meet our resource saving
constraints, such as cipher suites with no payload data encryption, as discussed
in Section 3.1. TLS provides message authentication guarantees using HMACs,
where, again, the HMAC algorithm to be used is negotiated between peers. TLS
provides payload compression but this may be disabled (also subject to negotiation between peers). Again, disabling it allows us to save energy, especially since
the data that is to be exchanged among peers is already compressed.
As far as mutual authentication is concerned, TLS provides it through certificatebased authentication mechanisms. While the main document [15] refers primarily
to X.509 certificates, a proposal has been made to extend TLS to support authentication using OpenPGP certificates [31]. This extension is very relevant in
our context for a number of reasons. First, OpenPGP certificates can be readily
generated using widely available tools (e.g., GnuPG) and they are already familiar to many computer users. Second, OpenPGP certificates are already used in
the context of secure electronic communications among individuals. Therefore,
the use of OpenPGP certificates also allows users to easily implement cooperation policies based on the underlying social network, as outlined in Section
5.5.
OpenPGP certificates contain a lot more than just a public key. In particular,
since they are primarily used to certify a binding between a public key and a real-

world person name, they contain information such as the real-world name and
email address of the person the public key (allegedly) belongs to (the “user ID
packets”), and a list of third-party signatures (certifications) indicating the level
of trust put by other people in this name-key binding [7]. This information is
only useful when implementing cooperation policies based on the social network.
6.2

Prototype Implementation

We have been working on a prototype implementation of our cooperative backup
protocol that uses ONC RPC on top of TLS. Since ONC RPC implementations do not natively support the use of TLS as the underlying protocol, we did
our own implementation. This proved to be easy to do, using raw TCP RPC
client/server code as a starting point. We use GnuTLS [25] as the underlying
TLS implementation since it is the only major implementation supporting the
OpenPGP extension [31] as of this writing. GnuTLS is very flexible and has
allowed us to actually make various specific trade-offs, such as disabling compression, choosing an encryption-less cipher suite, etc.
Initial measurements show that TLS induces little communication overhead.
Handshake itself demands 2 KiB per connection in both directions (when using
certificates with no signature packets), most of which stems from the OpenPGP
certificate exchange. TLS’ record layer incurs little overhead (e.g., less than
30 octets per message with SHA-1-based HMACs), provided messages are at
most 16 KiB large—otherwise messages are fragmented, which incurs additional
overhead [15]. Although further measurements are needed, these results seem
reasonable in our context.
6.3

On-Going and Future Work

We are currently in the process of evaluating the overhead, in terms of network
bandwidth and CPU cost, induced by the use of TLS. We have also started
implementing a set of cooperation policies, ranging from simplistic policies such
as “white lists”, to more sophisticated policies that make use of local information
of past interactions with other devices. The next step will be the implementation
of a reputation system where participating devices can exchange and make use
of cooperation certificates.
All these cooperation policies will need to be evaluated and compared, notably
in terms of the overall level of cooperation yielded, and in terms of the resilience
of the cooperative service to the aforementioned DoS attacks. Different reference
scenarios will need to be identified to that end. It is still unclear which method
we will choose to achieve this goal. Simulation looks appealing but may be hard
to set up to faithfully reflect our system model. On the other hand, we may
also try to build on the analytical evaluation of replication strategies that we
conducted earlier [11]. Specifically, this evaluation uses a model of interactions
among participating devices using Petri nets and Markov chains that could be
extended to reflect various cooperation strategies.
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Related Work

A lot of work has gone into thwarting availability threats due to DoS attacks
similar to those described in Section 3.3. Most of this work was done in the area
of peer-to-peer storage and cooperative backup. While our cooperative backup
scheme with intermittent connectivity to the infrastructure is similar to delaytolerant networks [42], the security of such networks is still largely an open issue
[21,24]. This is partly due to the fact that most applications of DTNs, such as
space mission networks, are not expected to be open for anyone to participate,
which reduces the incentive to address these issues.
Fall et al. did propose security mechanisms permitting DTN routers to detect
and eliminate disallowed traffic, and thereby avoid DoS attacks such as flooding
against the DTN [20]. However, the proposed solution relies on centralized identity management and authorization: all participants are issued a key pair by an
authority, along with a “postage stamp” signed by that authority indicating the
allowed “class of service” for that user. Such an approach only addresses specific
DoS attacks. Forms of non-cooperation such as refusal to forward a message are
not tackled. We also believe that such an approach does not scale and suffers
from shortcomings inherent to single-authority domain approaches, as discussed
in Section 5.
In general, “trust begets cooperation”. In the case of our cooperative backup
service, data owners need to trust contributors to provide them the service, while
contributors need to trust data owners not to abuse the service (e.g., by flooding
it or by being selfish). While both issues have to do with trust establishment
between owners and contributors, the literature tends to refer to both aspects
using different names, such as cooperation incentives and trust establishment.
To evaluate the cooperativeness of a peer, one needs to be able to observe both
its service usage and its service provision. When the cooperative service is packet
forwarding or routing in MANETs, device cooperation can be evaluated almost
instantaneously [4,23,33]. However, in cooperative backup services, service usage
and service provision call for different evaluation techniques. First, service usage
can be balanced using simple strategies such as symmetric trades [29] (i.e., pairwise “tit-for-tat” exchanges), or “storage claims” that may be exchanged among
peers [14]. Both approaches assume high connectivity among peers and are therefore unsuitable to MANETs. Second, periodic auditing has been proposed to establish trust in contributor service provision [1,13,14,29], but it requires peers to
be reachable so that they can be challenged, which is unsuitable to the MANET
context. In our cooperative backup service for MANETs, service provision can
only realistically be evaluated when gaining Internet access or upon restoration.
Once service provision and usage can be evaluated, self-organized solutions usually make use of “history records” of peer behavior as an aid to cooperation
decisions, as mentioned in Section 5.5. Simulations have been made to evaluate
the impact on cooperation of such mechanisms when used by all participants,
in the context of both private and shared history records [4,28]. In MANETs,
reputation mechanisms have been proposed primarily in the context of packet
forwarding for multi-hop routing protocols and route discovery [4,33].

Designation issues in a decentralized environment have been studied notably in
the context of distributed programming and capability systems [35] as well as in
the context of public key infrastructures (PKIs) [18,19]. The provision of guarantees for “address ownership” (i.e., having address-device bindings that can be
authenticated) has also been a concern in the design of Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6)
[36]. This led the authors to opt for “statistically unique and cryptographically
verifiable (SUCV) identifiers”. This is similar to one of the mechanisms we propose in this paper, except that we operate at the application level rather than
at the network layer, which provides us with more flexibility.
Douceur et al. described the Sybil attack as a problem that is inherent to distributed systems using self-managed designators [16]. In [30] the authors showed
that a reputation system can efficiently leverage cooperation even when selfmanaged designators are used.
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Conclusion

We introduced a cooperative backup service for mobile devices that builds on the
peer-to-peer, self-organizing paradigm largely used on the Internet. We identified
security threats on such a service and listed subsequent security requirements.
We have shown how a reduced set of well-known cryptographic primitives can
be used to meet those requirements in a self-organized way. Our approach differs
from earlier work in that it focuses on policy-neutral security mechanisms, rather
than on a specific cooperation policy.
In particular, we advocated the use of public keys as self-managed, secure and
unique designators for participating devices and discussed their use as a policyneutral building block for a variety of cooperation policies, including a reputation
system. Systems using self-managed designators are subject to the Sybil attack;
therefore, we discussed the impact of this attack in our context and showed how
cooperation policies can be implemented that reduce the harm that can be done.
Finally, we discussed implementation issues and outlined the foundations of an
implementation that uses TLS with OpenPGP certificate-based authentication.
The work presented in this paper is part of a larger design and implementation
effort of a cooperative backup service for mobile devices. Our earlier work explored other aspects of the design space, particularly relating to storage tradeoffs
and data encoding and compression techniques [12], as well as the evaluation of
replication strategies [11]. Future work includes a detailed evaluation of some of
the techniques discussed in this paper, as well as the deployment of a prototype
cooperative backup service in real-world conditions.
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